
Reinventing Oneself with Joyce Meyer Jones:
Innovative Approaches to a Happier Life

Embracing the Law of Attraction: Out of the Box, into

the Light

Author Joyce Jones presents a book on

how to unlock the law of attraction

TORONTO, ONTARIO, CANADA,

February 6, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Minds are powerful—incredibly

powerful. Thoughts are stored in the

brain, either positively or negatively.

Joyce Meyer Jones has written a book

that will remind readers of how

powerful thoughts can be. This is

actually the key to fulfilling the law of

attraction—the secret of translating

visions into reality.

Embracing the Law of Attraction tells

the story of how scientific and religious

beliefs can impact certain reactions.

Jones lives by the Bible Verse that says, “Ask and it will be given you; seek and you will find”

(Matthew 7:7:8). For her, this Bible Verse is visualization and a blueprint on how she can acquire

her heart’s desires.

Joyce Jones also shares her personal story and what made her publish this book. It all started

when she was blown away by the movie; The Secret by Rhonda Byrnes. The movie made Jones

more self-aware of her Christian faith, expanded her concept of self-actualization, and reignited

her capabilities. And now, the secret that Joyce Jones has discovered is being shared with her

readers!

The book that will redirect one’s outlook in life: Embracing the Law of Attraction: Out of the Box,

Into the Light by Joyce Meyer Jones is available on Amazon, Barnes & Noble, and other top online

book retailers. Grab a copy now on digital book platforms both in paperback and hardcover.
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Bringing stories and ideas to life, one tap at a time.

Bookside Press is all about creating buzz in the digital world. Buzz that'll have each vital message

be heard loud and clear. Headquartered in Canada, this hybrid publishing and advertising

company aims to share the magic of its authors' books with the world. With a dedicated team of

creatives and marketing professionals, Bookside Press collaborates with clients in building better

brands that stand out and reach greater heights.
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